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28 3 DLAR DETECTOR OVERVIEW

3 DLAr Detector overview

3.1 Design concept of the 6 × 6 × 6m3 prototype

The 6 × 6 × 6m3 prototype is illustrated in Figure 12. Following the GLACIER concept, the LAr

detector has the shape of a vertically standing volume, where electrons are drifted vertically towards

the liquid-vapor interface, extracted from the liquid into the gas phase, amplified and collected at a

segmented anode [23–25]. The main parameters are summarised in Table I. The horizontal and vertical

sections are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

FIG. 12: Illustration of the 6 × 6 × 6m3 with the inner detector inside the cryostat.

The uniform drift field is created by a field cage composed of several equally-spaced stainless-steel

tubes, held in place by insulating mechanical structures which are hanged from the top cap of the

vessel. The anode deck is also suspended with stainless-steel ropes linked to the top roof. The bottom

field is closed by a transparent cathode and the top field by an anode, which also serves as the charge

readout. The light readout consists of PMTs uniformly distributed below the cathode.

V3

6.2 MIND reconstruction e�ciencies 161

FIG. 125: Three di↵erent magnetization schemes for the iron are being considered. The scheme on the left
depicts a 1-coil configuration which would provide a dipole magnetic field. The scheme in the center is a 2-coil
configuration that leads to a reduction of the B

y

component of the field in the central zone of the detector. The
scheme on the right leads to a toroidal magnetic field. The cradle support structure is not shown here.

FIG. 126: Dimensions of the North Area MIND.

is acceptable (0.7 cm high rectangular bars vs 1.7 cm high triangular bars), scintillator pitch = 1.0 cm

in all scenarios:

• 3 cm steel plate, 1.5 cm scintillator module (i.e. 0.75 cm X plane + 0.75 cm Y plane),

• 2 cm steel plate, 1.5 cm scintillator module,

• 3 cm steel plate, 3.5 cm scintillator module,

• 2 cm steel plate, 3.5 cm scintillator module.

In assessing the various e�ciencies from simulations for a small MIND prototype exposed to a

charged particle beam, the following were taken into consideration:

• a) The total number of tracks (or simulated particles in the detector);

• b) The number of tracks reconstructed (using the Kalman filter);
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Introductory	  remarks
• Since a decade we have worked towards the realisation of truly giant 

underground detectors in the range of tens of kton active mass for 
next-generation long-baseline experiments, neutrino astrophysics and 
proton decay searches, in particular for CP-violation searches in the 
neutrino sector (hep-ph/0402110)!

• A new concept GLACIER for an affordable and underground 
liquid argon detector has been proposed, developed and tested on 
ever growing sizes and up to the ton-scale. We have e.g. constructed 
and operated the 1-ton double phase ArDM detector at CERN and now 
deployed it in the Canfranc Underground Laboratory (Spain).!

• In the last three years, we have also developed fully-engineered 
conceptual designs for 20/50 kton active mass underground 
GLACIER-type detectors, in tight collaboration with industry. Costs 
have been evaluated. The excellent scalability of the concept has been 
demonstrated “on paper” (LAGUNA/LBNO deliverables, >2000 pages).
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Introductory	  remarks	  (II)
• In the coming years we intend to focus on the realisation and 

operation of large-scale demonstrators, whose technical designs 
have been presented in a comprehensive “Technical Design 
Report” (CERN SPSC-2014-013, SPSC-TDR-004), as requested by 
SPSC. !

• Two independent demonstrators, with already existing advanced 
designs (“ready-to-go”), are proposed:!

• 6x6x6m3 DLAr double phase liquid argon TPC!
• MIND500 magnetised iron neutrino detector!

• Efforts on this scale aimed at demonstrating novel concepts are 
best realised on surface in laboratories with appropriate 
infrastructures such as CERN (however underground deployment is 
kept intrinsic to the detector designs: layout, installation procedure,…).!

• The WA105 demonstrators would be the “last step” before an 
underground deployment of tens of kton-scale detectors.
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Introductory	  remarks	  (III)
• At the same time, the proposed CERN location in the new extension of 

the CERN North Area (EHN1-X) will provide an unique possibility to 
characterise the detector response in precisely-defined charged 
particle beams. It is aimed at assessing: !

• the tracking and calorimetric response of the detectors, !

• the sophisticated energy-flow and other reconstruction algorithms,!

• and the phenomenology of secondary hadronic interactions.!

• These results will be of general interest for the hep community.!

• In neutrino physics, these parameters and their systematic errors 
crucially affect the sensitivity of future neutrino long-baseline 
experiments, in particular for what concerns their ability to discover 
CP-violation in the leptonic sector.!

• We will plan future steps on the basis of the results achieved with the 
demonstrators.
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A	  long	  planning	  with	  steady	  progress
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• GLACIER (Giant Liquid Argon Charge Imaging ExpeRiment, 2003)!
– New concept of Double Phase Liquid Argon TPC for CP-violation and future deep underground 

detector, up to 100 kton mass (hep-ph/0402110)!
• LAGUNA DS (FP7 Design Study 2008-2011) !

– ~100 members; 10 countries!
– 3 detector technologies ⊗ 7 sites,  

different baselines (130 → 2300km)!
• LAGUNA-LBNO DS (FP7 DS Long Baseline Neutrino  

Oscillations, 2011-2014)!
– ~300 members; 14 countries + CERN!
– Fully engineered conceptual designs (20/50 kton LAr, 50 kton LSc, 540 kton WCD)!
– Extended site investigation at Pyhäsalmi mine!

• LBNO (CERN SPSC EoI for a very long baseline neutrino oscillation 
experiment, June 2012) – CERN-SPSC-2012-021 ; SPSC-EOI-007!
– Consensus towards full long baseline physics + full astroparticle as mandatory physics drivers!
– An incremental approach with clear phase 1 physics capabilities!
– ~230 authors; 51 institutions!

• WA105 (CERN experiment, August 2013)!
– Kton-scale demonstrators on surface at CERN, charged particles calibration.

Large Apparatus for 
Grand Unification and 

Neutrino Astrophysics - 
Long Baseline Neutrino 

Oscillations
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Documents	  provided	  to	  SPSC

• De Bonis, I. et al., “Technical Design Report for large-scale neutrino 
detectors prototyping and phased performance assessment in view of 
a long-baseline oscillation experiment”, CERN-SPSC-2014-013. 
SPSC-TDR-004  (2014)!

• LAGUNA/LBNO Consortium, “Updated sensitivities for the discovery 
of the neutrino mass hierarchy and of CP-violation in the leptonic 
sector of a very-long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment at 
2300 km from CERN”, CERN-SPSC-2013-032 ; SPSC-M-783 (2013)!

• A. Stahl et al., “Expression of Interest for a very long baseline 
neutrino oscillation experiment (LBNO)”, CERN-SPSC-2012-021 ; 
SPSC-EOI-007 (2012)
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LAGUNA-LBNO: 
A very long baseline neutrino experiment  
2 EU programs: 2008-2011-2014 
14 M€ (7 M€ from EC) 
CERN  EOI June 2012 
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1457543 
224 physicists, 52 institutions 
 
Physics program 2023-… 
!  Determination of neutrino mass hierarchy 
!  Search for CP violation 
!  Proton decay 
!  Atmospheric and supernovae neutrinos 

LBNO Phase I: 
the only 
experiment 
capable of 
determining the 
mass hierarchy 
unambiguously 
(>5�����) 
 
20 kton double 
phase LAr  
TPC 
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A	  decade	  of	  tests	  in	  laboratories
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Parallel ongoing technical R&D activities: 

CRP mockup 

3x1x1 m mockup 
(3 CRP) 

10x10x20 cm 
LEM-anode fast test setup 76x40 cm 

Readout  test setup in Lyon 

LAr rigidity test setup 
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Double	  phase	  LAr	  LEM	  TPC:	  concept
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Milestones towards GLACIER
¾ 2003: the GLACIER concept
• A. Rubbia, Experiments for CP-violation: A giant liquid argon scintillation, Cherenkov and Charge 
imaging experiment?   arXiv:hep-ph/0402110

¾ Proof of principle with 10x10 cm2 double phase LAr LEM-TPC prototype:
• A. Badertscher et al., “Operation of a double-phase pure argon Large Electron Multiplier Time 

Projection Chamber: Comparison of single and double phase operation ”NIM A617 (2010) p.188-192
• A. Badertscher et al., “First operation of a double phase LAr Large Electron Multiplier Time Projection

Chamber with a two-dimensional projective readout anode” NIM A641 (2011) p.48-57

¾ First successful operation of a 40x76 cm2 device in November 2011:
• A. Badertscher et al., “First operation and drift field performance of a large area double phase LAr

Electron Multiplier Time Projection Chamber with an immersed Greinacher high-voltage multiplier ”
JINST 7 (2012) P08026

• A. Badertscher et al., “First operation and performance of a 200 lt double phase LAr LEM-TPC with a 
40x76 cm2 readout”, JINST 8 (2013)P04012

¾ 10x10 cm2 double phase LAr LEM-TPC prototype: further R&D towards final, simplified charge 
readout for GLACIER:
• Long-term operation of a double phase LAr LEM Time Projection Chamber with a simplified anode     

and extraction-grid design arXiv:1312.6487 (submitted to JINST, publication soon)

¾ Future
• 3x1x1m3 pre-prototype  to be put in B182@CERN => See S.Murphy talk
• 6x6x6m3 prototype (WA105) to be operated at CERN NA approved by CERN SPSC.  See D.Autiero talk

Final goal: Giant LAr LEM TPC as far detector for a Long Baseline Neutrino Oscillation
(LBNO) experiment (SPSC-EOI-007)

Submitted on 10-Feb 2004!

JINST 9 (2014) P03017 

Highest effective gain over 90!
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80cm

Cosmic data collected @ CERN
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Double phase with adjustable gain
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80cm

Cosmic data collected @ CERN
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80cm

Cosmic data collected @ CERN
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The	  LBNO	  physics	  goals
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• Long baseline neutrino oscillations!
- νμ→ νe & νμ→ ντ & νμ→ νμ & ν NC!
- Direct measurement of the energy 

dependence (L/E behaviour) induced by 
matter effects and CP-phase terms, 
independently for ν and anti-ν, by direct 
measurement of event spectrum!

- Mass hierarchy determination median 
sensitivity >5σ C.L. in first two years of running!

- CP-phase and CPV discovery (5σ C.L.), 
covering 1st and 2nd maxima!

- Test of 3-flavour mixing paradigm
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• A full astrophysics programme!
- Nucleon decays (direct GUT evidence)!
- Atmospheric neutrino detection with complementary oscillation measurements and Earth 

spectroscopy!
- Astrophysical neutrino detection and searches for new sources of neutrinos

A. Rubbia European Strategy for Neutrino Oscillation Physics - May 2012 11

CERN-Pyhäsalmi: spectral information νμ→νe
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★Normal mass hierarchy
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LBNO EoI, SPSC-EOI-007, June 2012
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Neutrino	  mass	  hierarchy	  (MH)
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LBNO STRATEGY ON MASS HIERARCHY 

p)~1)=>)“Full)power)experiment”)~0)
chance)to)give)the)wrong)answer)if)
the)alterna7ve)hypothesis)is)true)

THE)LBNO)CHOICE)TO)QUOTE)
SENSITIVITY)

p)=)0.5)=>)“Median)experiment”)
50%)chance)to)give)the)wrong)
answer)if)the)alterna7ve)hypothesis)
is)true)
WOULD)YOU)BET)500)M€)ON)SUCH)
AN)EXPERIMENT)?)

13/03/2014) Luca)Agos7no)F)ESS)Mee7ng) 9)

•	  Explore	  and	  resolve	  the	  mass	  hierarchy	  and	  the	  CP-‐phase	  problem	  by	  observing	  clear	   
signatures	  and	  ascertaining	  their	  L/E	  dependence	  (see	  Memorandum	  
updaEng	  the	  EoI	  CERN-‐SPSC-‐2013-‐032	  ;	  SPSC-‐M-‐783	  (2013))	  	  

•To	  guarantee	  the	  measure	  MH	  on	  the	  >	  5σ	  level	  one	  need	  to	  go	  to	  very	  long	  baselines	   
>	  2000	  km,	  ~	  1000	  km	  gives	  not	  enough	  MSW	  to	  measure	  the	  full	  phase	  space.	  

•	  The	  median	  5σ	  C.L.	  (p	  =	  0.5)	  for	  LBNO	  is	  reached	  within	  2	  years	  of	  SPS	  at	  750kW.	  	  

•	  The	  guaranteed	  5σ	  C.L.	  (p	  =	  1)	  for	  LBNO	  is	  reached	  within	  5	  years	  of	  SPS	  at	  750kW.

arXiv:1312.6520
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LBNO STRATEGY ON δCP  
Once)MH)determined)run)for)5)more)years)to)cover)the)most)possible)
phase)space)in)δCP.) 

Use all spectral information: Rate 
& Shape for energy range 1st - 2nd 
max)

arXiv:1312.6520)

Sta7s7cal)power)for)CPV)discovery)

13/03/2014) Luca)Agos7no)F)ESS)Mee7ng) 11)

δCP SENSITIVITY IN TERMS OF # of σ 
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SPS 750kW

•	  MH	  determina]on	  and	  the	  understanding	  of	  ma^er	  effects	  is	  a	  prerequisite	  to	  study	  leptonic	  
CPV.	  Once	  MH	  determined	  run	  more	  years	  to	  cover	  the	  most	  possible	  phase	  space	  in	  δCP.	  	  

•Upgrading	  mass	  to	  70	  kton	  and/or	  the	  beam	  from	  the	  SPS	  to	  HP-‐PS	  increases	  the	  coverage	  
way	  above	  5s	  C.L.	  for	  a	  large	  frac]on	  of	  phase	  space.	  

•	  SystemaEc	  errors	  are	  a	  limiEng	  factor	  for	  the	  CPV	  reach.	  The	  most	  important	  
oscilla]on	  parameters	  are	  θ23	  and	  θ13	  and	  the	  most	  important	  systema]cs	  is	  the	  
knowledge	  of	  the	  absolute	  rate	  of	  νe	  CC	  events.	  

•	  Our	  strategy	  is	  to	  present	  conserva]ve	  es]mates	  with	  realis]c	  systema]c	  errors	  (5%/10%).	  
Very	  detailed	  work	  (based	  on	  the	  exper]se	  gain	  in	  T2K	  with	  the	  ND280/NA61)	  has	  begun	  
to	  assess	  poten]al	  improvements	  in	  systema]c	  errors.

CP-‐violaEon	  in	  leptonic	  sector
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LAGUNA-‐LBNO	  Design	  ContentLAGUNAͲLBNO�DESIGN�CONTENT
Ͳ FULLY�COVERED�CONCEPTUAL�DESIGN�STUDY,�INCLUDING:

Ͳ GENERAL�DESIGN
Ͳ COMPLETE�AND�COHERENT�LAYOUT�DESIGN�OF�THE�UNDERGROUND�
Ͳ DESIGN�OF�ONͲSURFACE�INFRASTRUCTURE
Ͳ LOGISTIC�DESIGN�+�EQUIPMENT�OF�THE�DIFFERENT�CONSTRUCTION�STAGES
Ͳ IMPLEMENTATION�INTO�CURRECT�INFRASTRUCTURE�(MINE�/�ROAD)
Ͳ SAFETY�(H&S)�DESIGN�FOR�REALISATION�AND�OPERATION

Ͳ DESIGN�OF�INFRASTRUCTURE
Ͳ ROCK�ENGINEERING�AND�EXCAVATION
Ͳ CIVIL�WORKS�(HVAC�+�AUXILIARY�CONSTRUCTIONS)

Ͳ DESIGN�OF�EXPERIMENT
Ͳ TANK�CONSTRUCTION�DESIGN�+�SCAFFOLDING�
Ͳ DETECTOR�DESIGN�AND�INSTRUMENTATION
Ͳ ELECTRONICS
Ͳ LIQUID�INFRASTRUCTURE,�HANDLING�+�COMMISSIONING

Ͳ CONSTRUCTION�PROGRAMMES�OF�ALL�STAGES
Ͳ RISK�ASSESSMENTS�+�PROJECT�RISK�REGISTRY�+�CONTINGENCY
Ͳ CONSTRUCTION�+�OPERATIONAL�COSTINGS

Guido�Nuijten�19.3.2014LLͲEIB�MEETING4
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Fully	  engineered	  conceptual	  designs
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Technodyne International Limited 

LAGUNA – LBNO (Deliverable 3.1) GLACIER LAr Detector Design 
DETECTOR CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT – 50ktonne Proposed Design  

14#

Technodyne International Limited 

43#

LAGUNA – LBNO (Deliverable 3.1) GLACIER LAr Detector Design 
PROPOSED DETECTOR DESIGN DETAILS (50ktonne) 

CATHODE STRUCTURE – Modular Construction – Peripheral Structure 

Peripheral Structure Modules 

! 2 Bay Module   x 8 

! 2 Bay Infill   x 4 

! Corner RH   x 4 

! Corner LH   x 4 

! 2 Bay Diagonal  x 8 

! 2 Bay Infill Diagonal  x 4 

Technodyne International Limited 

53#

LAGUNA – LBNO (Deliverable 3.1) GLACIER LAr Detector Design 
PROPOSED DETECTOR DESIGN DETAILS (50ktonne) 

HANGING COLUMNS – Link Pins & Links Assembly 

Link Pins & Links Assembled in Clean Room Environment 

•  All Parts Cleaned Prior to Assembly  

Technodyne International Limited 

40#

LAGUNA – LBNO (Deliverable 3.1) GLACIER LAr Detector Design 
PROPOSED DETECTOR DESIGN DETAILS (50ktonne) 

CATHODE STRUCTURE – Modular Construction 
Peripheral Structure  

! 2 Bay Module 

! 2 Bay Infill 

! Corner RH 

! Corner LH 

! 2 Bay Diagonal 

! 2 Bay Infill Diagonal  

Inner Structure  

! 6m Module 

! 4m Module 

! 2m Module 

! Single K 

! Double K 

! Tube 

! Grid 
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Technodyne International Limited 

67#

LAGUNA – LBNO (Deliverable 3.1) GLACIER LAr Detector Design 
DETECTOR CONSTRUCTION 

Tank membrane complete, internal pipework in place and the cable trays are fitted.  

The existing scaffolding will be reworked if necessary to allow the addition of moving access platforms 

Underground	  construcEon	  sequence

16

Technodyne International Limited 

69#

LAGUNA – LBNO (Deliverable 3.1) GLACIER LAr Detector Design 

Technodyne International Limited 

76#

LAGUNA – LBNO (Deliverable 3.1) GLACIER LAr Detector Design 

Field Shaping Coils will be installed from the top down. 
The Alimak platforms can be fitted with assembly aids as 
necessary to create safe and convenient work stations. 

Alimaks will be used to raise materials to the working level. 

FIELD SHAPING COILS 

Technodyne International Limited 

86#

LAGUNA – LBNO (Deliverable 3.1) GLACIER LAr Detector Design 
CATHODE CONSTRUCTION  

6m Modules 

K - Piece 

Tube 
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LAGUNA-‐LBNO	  TB	  SUMMARY	  OF	  WORK
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-‐ 8	  DELIVERABLES	  AND	  17	  REPORTS	  
-‐ IN	  TOTAL	  >2,300	  PAGES	  
-‐ TO	  BE	  MADE	  PUBLICLY	  AVAILABLE	  BY	  SEPTEMBER	  2014	  
-‐ INCLUDES	  DETAILED	  COSTING	  AND	  CONSTRUCTION	  PLAN 
(16	  YEARS	  TO	  CONSTRUCT	  20	  KTON	  +	  50	  KTON	  TO	  REACH	  A	  TOTAL	  OF	  70	  
KTON	  FIDUCIAL	  TARGET	  MASS)
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Documents	  provided	  to	  SPSC

• De Bonis, I. et al., “Technical Design Report for large-scale neutrino 
detectors prototyping and phased performance assessment in view of 
a long-baseline oscillation experiment ”, CERN-SPSC-2014-013; 
SPSC-TDR-004  (2014) —> 215 pages!

• LAGUNA/LBNO Consortium, “Updated sensitivities for the discovery 
of the neutrino mass hierarchy and of CP-violation in the leptonic 
sector of a very-long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment at 
2300 km from CERN ”, CERN-SPSC-2013-032; SPSC-M-783 (2013)!

• A. Stahl et al., “Expression of Interest for a very long baseline 
neutrino oscillation experiment (LBNO) ”, CERN-SPSC-2012-021; 
SPSC-EOI-007 (2012)
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As requested: the WA105 TDR
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LBNO-‐DEMO	  (WA105)
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WA105	  LBNO	  demonstrators	  at	  CERN
Configuration: 6u6u6 m3 active volume LAr TPC detector with double phase                             

+ charge amplification + 2-D collection readout PCB anode.                                      
Exposure to charged hadrons beam (1-20 GeV/c) 

Purpose: 
1) Full-scale demonstrator of the R&D on all the technologies studied in LAGUNA-LBNO for the 

construction of a large and affordable underground LBNO far detector: 
• LNG tank construction technique (with non evacuated detector) 
• Purification system 
• Long drift 
• HV system 300-600 KV 
• Double-phase readout 
• Readout electronics 
 
2)  Assess the TPC performance in reconstructing hadronic showers (the most demanding task in 
reconstructing neutrino interactions):  
• Measurements in hadronic and electromagnetic calorimetry and PID performance 
• Full-scale software development, simulation and reconstruction to be validated and improved 
 
Æ Fundamental step for the construction of the final LBNO detector 
• The most advanced full proof prototyping program which has no equivalent in the world 
• Experience with this demonstrator scalable to future LBNO detectors, putting the European groups 

in a very advanced and strong position for the participation to a world-wide joint program   

LBNO LAr demonstrator at CERN (LBNO-Proto/WA105)  

20

+ MIND500 magnetised iron detector located behind the LAr
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Assessing	  TPC	  detector	  performance
• Calorimetry in charge particle 

beams!

- cover large energy range 
(0.5-20 GeV/c)!

- e-flow & e/π compensation!

• Development of automatic event 
reconstruction for neutrino 
interactions and other rare event!

- π± and n interactions “similar”!

• Phenomenology of hadrons re-
interactions —> fundamental for 
neutrino energy reconstruction

21

2.2 Development of automatic event reconstruction 23

The collection of charged particles in a test beam configuration, as opposed to a neutrino beam,

is very important (and su�cient) to assess the performance and response of the detectors. Fig-

ure 8 compares the event produced by a muon neutrino interaction of 5 GeV with the one of a 5 GeV

pion interaction. The MC tracks are coloured according to their type (blue=muon, green=electron,

red=proton, cyan=pion). The secondary particles produced in the two interactions have very similar

FIG. 8: MC comparison of neutrino and pion interactions: (top) 5 GeV muon neutrino interaction (bottom)
5 GeV pion interaction. The secondary particles produced in the two interactions (blue=muon, green=electron,
red=proton, cyan=pion) have very similar characteristics (except for the muon in the case of the neutrino charged
current (CC) interactions) and can be used to assess the performance of the detector and test the energy flow
reconstruction algorithms. A precise knowledge of the incoming particle energy (not possible in a neutrino beam)
is necessary to calibrate and check the linearity of the the response.

characteristics and topologies (except for the muon in the case of the neutrino CC interactions) and can

be used to assess the performance of the detector and test the energy flow reconstruction algorithms.

In the case of the charged particles, the well-known momentum of the incoming particle (not

accessible on an event-by-event basis in a neutrino beam) is necessary to precisely calibrate the energy

and to check the linearity of the response.

n interactions

π interactions

Tuesday, November 13, 12

5 GeV!
π interaction
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DLAr	  6x6x6m3	  design

22

28 3 DLAR DETECTOR OVERVIEW

3 DLAr Detector overview

3.1 Design concept of the 6 × 6 × 6m3 prototype

The 6 × 6 × 6m3 prototype is illustrated in Figure 12. Following the GLACIER concept, the LAr

detector has the shape of a vertically standing volume, where electrons are drifted vertically towards

the liquid-vapor interface, extracted from the liquid into the gas phase, amplified and collected at a

segmented anode [23–25]. The main parameters are summarised in Table I. The horizontal and vertical

sections are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

FIG. 12: Illustration of the 6 × 6 × 6m3 with the inner detector inside the cryostat.

The uniform drift field is created by a field cage composed of several equally-spaced stainless-steel

tubes, held in place by insulating mechanical structures which are hanged from the top cap of the

vessel. The anode deck is also suspended with stainless-steel ropes linked to the top roof. The bottom

field is closed by a transparent cathode and the top field by an anode, which also serves as the charge

readout. The light readout consists of PMTs uniformly distributed below the cathode.

3.1 Design concept of the 6 × 6 × 6m3 prototype 29

Liquid argon density T/m3 1.38
Liquid argon volume height m 7.6
Active liquid argon height m 5.99
Hydrostatic pressure at the bottom bar 1.03
Inner vessel size (WxLxH) m3 8.3 × 8.3 × 8.1
Inner vessel base surface m2 67.6
Total liquid argon volume m3 509.6
Total liquid argon mass t 705
Active LAr area m2 36
Charge readout module (0.5 x0.5 m2) 36
N of signal feedthrough 12
N of readout channels 7680
N of PMT 36

TABLE I: Main parameters of the LBNO prototype.

FIG. 13: Plan view section of the 6 × 6 × 6m3.

• Membrane GTT® tank 
with passive insulation!

• Top deck with chimneys 
and insulation!

• 6x6m2 anode large 
readout area, 6m long 
drift length (3ms max 
drift time @ 1kV/cm)!

• Charged particle beam 
window!

• 300 ton LAr instrumented: 
7680 charge readout 
channels, 36 PMTs 
(baseline layout)
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ExtrapolaEng	  to	  GLACIER	  sizes

23Sebastien Murphy ETHZ                                                                                                              LBNO collaboration meeting CERN Feb. 10-13  2014

Extrapolating to GLACIER sizes

!10

Each Charge Readout Plane is an independent detector

GLACIER 20kt, 50kt: 4x4 m2 modules

4 m 4 m

different geometries but all with the same !
functionality and identical construction !
sequence.

✴Each CRP has its own signal and HV feed 
throughs!

✴Adjustable to LAr level!
✴The LBNO demonstrator will have an 

enlarged 4x4 m2  => 6x6m2
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Compared	  to	  GLACIER	  20	  kton

24

6m

6m
≈1/20 
of total 
area

LAGUNA LAr 
prototype
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Charge readout anode deck 

6 m 

144 Readout Modules 0.5x0.5 m2 
Two anode coordinates, 3 mm pitch 

4 Readout Modules assembled 
in a Charge Readout Plane (CRP) 
unit 1x1 m2 common to LBNO-
proto and  Glacier 20/50 kton 
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Engineering	  of	  6x6m2	  top-‐deck

27/02/2014        Prototype meeting     Nicolas Geffroy            3 

Baseline design 
Naming conventions 

Hanging 
system 

Mechanical 
structure 

Connection 
structure  
for CRP 

Charge Readout 
Planes (CRP) 

26

4.1 Anode Charge Readout Plane 59

FIG. 35: Exploded view of the anode deck structure and naming conventions.

In order to minimize sagging, the design is based on a sandwich structure composed of two G10

plates separated by the G10 frame. The lower plate is composed of LEM detection plane and associated

connection structure supporting frame. The upper one is purely dedicated to mechanical sti↵ness

and structure symmetry. The later guarantees an in-plane thermal deformation of readout plane

(displacements almost reduced to X and Y components), CRP and holding structure assembly.

A pre-sizing finite element study has been carried out to evaluate the thermo-mechanical behaviour

of the proposed structure. The anode grid, tensioning system and electronic readout weight have

been estimated to be about 10kg/m2. In this model a vertical zero displacement boundary condition

has been applied to each hanging rope. The loading used consists of a gravity load and a uniform

temperature change from +22○C to −186○C. As shown on Figure 37, the CRP vertical displacements

are in the range +0.52 mm to +1.016mm equivalent to a peak to peak vertical displacement of 0.5 mm.

Moreover for better illustration of CRP vertical displacements, the upper closing plate has not been

shown. These displacements are in agreement with the +�−0.5 mm CRP plane planarity specification.

4.1.3 The position control system

The aim of the control system is to manage the position of the anode plane with respect to the

liquid argon surface. The system will have to cover a displacement range of the order of 100 mm and
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Drih	  field	  cage
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88 4 DLAR DETECTOR COMPONENTS

FIG. 65: Electrostatic field calculation of the field cage: global view of the field cage embedded in the vessel.
The simulation takes into account the corrugation of the membrane vessel which is display by the green dots.

0.5 to 1 kV/cm, and again 30% from 1 to 2 kV/cm [108]. From a technical point of view, however,

di�culties increase with increasing field intensity which requires higher voltages. Therefore, it should

be determined by a right compromise between the detector performance and the practicality of the

high voltage. A field intensity between 0.5 and 1 kV/cm is a reasonable compromise for very long

drifts.

For the 6 × 6 × 6m3, a drift field in the range 0.5 − 1 kV/cm requires a potential di↵erence at the

cathode in the range of 300−600 kV. In comparison, the GLACIER drift length of 20 m [22] would

require 2 MV. Two di↵erent approaches have been considered and realised for the drift field system for

4.3 Drift high voltage 87

FIG. 64: Conceptual design of the field cage. The high-voltage feed-through is located in the left corner of the
cage.

4.3 Drift high voltage

The intensity of the drift electric field is one of the important design parameters for liquid argon time

projection chambers (LAr-TPCs). A better collection of ionisation charges is attained by increasing

the field intensity because: (1) more electron-ion recombination is prevented [18] and (2) attenuation

of the drift electrons due to their attachment to residual electronegative impurities such as oxygen

decreases. The dependence of the attachment cross section on the electric field is known to be weak in

the practical range of the intensity (0.5–1 kV/cm) [17]. The attenuation then is described well by an

exponential decrease with drift time, characterised by the drift electron lifetime ⌧ which is determined

dominantly by the impurity concentration. The mean drift velocity of the electrons increases with

increasing electric field, leading to the shorter collection time and consequently to the less attenuation

(see Section 3.9). The drift velocity increases by 30% by doubling the electric field intensity from

• Homogeneous drift field created by field cage made of 60 
equally spaced electrodes (69mm diam, 100mm pitch)!

• Dirft field = 0.5-1 kV/cm (with 300-600 kV on cathode)
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High	  fields	  in	  liquid	  argon	  medium

28

Electric field in Glacier

7

• The maximum average 
electric field is in vapor!

• Largest average electric 
field in liquid ~15kV/cm

• Sharp edges imply large 
electric field

• Caution designing the 
electrodes

15 kV/cm

1 kV/cm

35 kV/cm

Filippo Resnati - LAGUNA-LBNO General Meeting - CERN - February 11th, 2014

9

From Technodyne

Actual cathode

Classical solution

Filippo Resnati - LAGUNA-LBNO General Meeting - CERN - February 11th, 2014

Electric field computation

11Filippo Resnati - LAGUNA-LBNO General Meeting - CERN - February 11th, 2014

17

HV electrode

ground electrode

ground plate

holder

The chamber custom
 m

ade feedthrough

Filippo Resnati - LAGUNA-LBNO General Meeting - CERN - February 11th, 2014

100kV/cm and no current

18

Heinzinger PNC 100000
Max voltage: 100kV (negative)

Filippo Resnati - LAGUNA-LBNO General Meeting - CERN - February 11th, 2014

arXiv:1401.2777

GLACIER!
50 kton

2 MV

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1401.2777
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A	  Charge	  Readout	  Unit
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Top 3x1 m2 Charge Readout Plane

!9

Liquid 

Anode: 0V

Gas 
1 cm

2 mm
LEM:  -1 kV!
!   -4 kV

Grid: -7 kV

1 mm

✴Extraction grid, LEM  (large electron multiplier) and anode all constructed as single 
readout module of 1x3 m2.

~2kV/cm to efficiently !
extract the charges !
from the liquid

anode

LEMsupporting frame (G10)

frame for extraction grid

~3 kV/cm across !
the LEM

anode at ground
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Charge	  Readout	  Unit:	  opEmisaEon

30

Highest effective gain over 90!

LAGUNA-LBNO CERN 11-Feb-2014

Anode @0V
Anode-LEM 2mm

LEM-Grid 10 mm

LEM

Grid

Induction field 5 kV/cm
LEM field 27 – 36 kV/cm

extraction field 2 kV/cm

Eff. gain and resolution vs. LEM field Landau curves vs. LEM field

Shuoxing Wu ETHZ 12

Eff. Gain = 
mipdxdQ

dxdQdxdQ
/

// 10 !��!�

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION JINST_020P_0114 v1

data taking period number of triggers number of discharges

start stop days running

anode A 11-Apr 16-May 20 7.5 M 6
anode B 16-July 29-July 12 4.2 M 2
anode C 27-Aug 02-Sept 7 1.4 M 0
anode D 15-Oct 21-Oct 7 1.5 M 0

Table 2. Data taking periods for each anode.

distance [mm] nominal electric field [kV/cm]

Induction (anode-LEM) 2 5
Amplification (LEM) 1 33
Extraction (LEM-grid) 10 2
Drift field (grid-cathode) 210 0.5

Table 3. Electric field configuration for the long-term operation.

amount of energy of about 2.1 MeV/cm and are identifiable by events with a single “straight track”
(plus possibly accompanying delta-rays). Such events can be used to characterise the detector in
terms of free electron lifetime and amplification. In particular the measurement of the electron
lifetime te is retrieved by fitting the average energy loss of the reconstructed tracks as a function of
the drift time (tdri f t) with the exponential law e�tdri f t/te .

The same offline procedure is applied to each set of data listed in Table 2, and allows for
a direct comparison of the anode performance. A typical cosmic track event collected with the
electric fields listed in Table 3, is shown in Figure 5. The channel number and the drift time are
plotted on the x and y axis respectively and the gray scale is proportional to the signal amplitude.
The 3D reconstruction of the muon tracks from the digitised raw waveforms is accomplished with
the Qscan software package [18]. A set of algorithms is consecutively applied to filter coherent
pick up noise that could not be removed online, remove discrete noise frequencies and perform
pedestal subtraction. Physical hits are subsequently extracted from the signal waveforms by means
of a standard threshold discrimination algorithm. Once calibrated, the hit integral is a direct mea-
surement of the local energy deposition of the ionisation track in the liquid Argon medium. The
next step consists in identifying tracks by clustering and fitting neighbouring hits. A tree finding
algorithm [17] efficiently finds tracks by searching for the longest consecutive set of hits. The con-
nected hits are then fitted with a straight line and the z coordinate of the 3D track is computed by
matching the end point drift times of the tracks from both views. The 3D reconstruction allows to
retrieve the length of the track on each strip of view 0 and view 1 (Ds0 and Ds1), along with the
charge collected on the corresponding channels, DQ0 and DQ1 . The ratios DQ0/Ds0 and DQ1/Ds1

which are proportional to the energy locally deposited by the track in liquid Argon per unit length,
are the relevant quantities used to estimate the gain of the chamber (see Eq. 3.1). In addition to

– 8 –

Routine operation, very few discharges

Study of long-term performance and stability

Sebastien Murphy ETHZ                                                                                                              LBNO collaboration meeting CERN Feb. 10-13  2014

Charge Readout Plane Details

!11

• 3.125 mm readout pitch!
• 3.4 mm thick

• 500 μm holes, 800 μm pitch!
• 1 mm thick FR4

• 100 μm stainless wires!
• 3mm pitch in x and y

supporting frame

cables

LEMmultilayer PCB anode Extraction grid

Liquid 

Anode: 0V

Gas 1 cm

2 mm
LEM:  -1 kV!
!   -4 kV

Grid: -7 kV

1 mm

JINST 9 (2014) P03017 
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Mechanical	  mockup:	  frame
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Mechanical mockup details: assembling the frame

!15

outer frame structure outer frame with fake anode+LEM

view from the fake LEM
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Mechanical	  mockup:	  grid	  tensioning
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Mechanical mockup details: the grid tensioning system

!16

• 1280 wires in total (640 in x and 640 in y)!
• precisely soldered on a PCB wire holder with a pitch of 3 mm.!
• Each PCB wire holder hosts 32 wires and are tensioned individually
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Mechanical	  mockup:	  LEM	  and	  anode

33

Sebastien Murphy ETHZ                                                                                                              LBNO collaboration meeting CERN Feb. 10-13  2014

LEM removed and fixed real anode

!17

4x 50cm2 anode 

real anode + wire plane

alignement of wires with anode pattern

By eye all the alignements seem ok. Will conduct precise measurements
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Front-‐end	  electronics	  and	  chimneys

34

94 4 DLAR DETECTOR COMPONENTS

beginning of end of the drift space) for the full size detector of LBNO, and from 90 to 120, for the

prototype detector, which has a maximum 6 m drift space instead of 20 m. The front-end electronics

will be coupled to the DAQ system, described in the following, based on 12 bits ADC, well matching

the needed dynamic range.

The design of the 6× 6× 6m3 demonstrator includes a total number of 7680 channels for the charge

readout of the X and Y strips views. The strips have a pitch of 3.125 mm and a length of 3 m per

channel. Channels are then arranged in groups of 640 per chimney.

The 40 ASIC amplifiers needed for the readout of each group of 640 channels will be arranged on

cards hosted on the feed-through at the bottom of each chimney (see Figure 71). The total power

FIG. 71: Location of the FE cards at the bottom of the chimneys.

dissipation of the front-end electronics will be of about 11.5 W per chimney. The structure of the

chimneys allows for heat dissipation in the cryostat and for minimising the connection length from the

cards hosting the ASIC chips to the double phase detectors down to half a meter.

The ASIC chips needed to equip the final LBNO far detectors can be produced in a dedicated run

including 6 wafers for a cost going from 0.28 to 0.37 eur/channel, including encapsulation. This cost

varies depending on the fact that the production version will be based on 16 or 32 channels per ASIC.

This dedicated production can handle up to 28k ASIC chips in the 16 channels version (14k in the 32

channels version). The production volume needed for the LBNO prototype is much smaller and it will

rely on an extended multi-project run with a consequently higher cost (3.91 eur/channel). The total

Cold electronics with “hot plug” accessibility
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Cost effective cold front-end electronics and DAQ R&D 

Remove long cables and their capacitance, exploit intrinsic noise reduction at low T 

ASIC (CMOS 0.35 um) 16 ch amplifiers working  
~110 K  to profit from minimal noise conditions 
 
•  FE electronics inside chimneys, cards fixed to a 

plug accessible from outside (20 cards/
chimney) 

•  Distance cards-CRP<50 cm 
•  Dynamic range 40 mips 
•  Power consumption 18 mW/ch 

DAQ in warm zone on the tank deck 
 
•  architecture based on uTCA standard 
•  local processors replaced by virtual processors 

emulated in low cost FPGAs (NIOS) 
•  integration of the time distribution chain 

(improved PTP) 
•  Bittware S5-PCIe-HQ 10 GbE backend with 

OPENCL and high computing power in FPGAs 

 

ASIC 16 ch. 
(CMOS 0.35 um) 
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6x6x6m3	  DLAr	  R&D	  goals:	  summary
Double phase LAr TPC validation:!

1. Longest drift in LAr (up to 6m) !
2. Ionisation e‐ transverse and longitudinal diffusion !
3. e‐ attenuation and its compensation by charge multiplication with LEM 

operating in gas phase (LEM gain uniformity/stability/calibration) !
4. HV operation in the range 300kV‐600kV (or 0.5-1 kV/cm over 6m)!
5. Validation of the corrugated membrane cryostat with passive insulation !
6. ≤100ppt O2‐equivalent impurities in LAr in such a tank !
7. Low‐noise accessible ionisation charge signal readout electronics 

operating at low temperature (~110K) !
8. Reachable and optimisation of S/N ratio !
9. Verification of possible effects of positive ions (surface! - n/a underground)!
10. Robust light readout (UV aging resistant), immersed electronics!
11.First calibration of a LAr TPC with beam e‐/μ/hadrons

36
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MIND500	  -‐	  magneEsed	  muon	  detector
• Detector modules R&D!

- Component integration!
- Plastic scintillators!
- Wavelength shifting fiber (WLS)!
- SiPM photosensors!
- DAQ!
- Integrated electronics!

• Magnetisation R&D!

• Costing optimisation!

• Tracking performance / efficiency!

• Important for DLAr:!

• Punch-through neutral hadrons!
• Muon multiple scattering study!

• Possible use in HyperK or LBNO ND
37

6.2 MIND reconstruction e�ciencies 161

FIG. 125: Three di↵erent magnetization schemes for the iron are being considered. The scheme on the left
depicts a 1-coil configuration which would provide a dipole magnetic field. The scheme in the center is a 2-coil
configuration that leads to a reduction of the B

y

component of the field in the central zone of the detector. The
scheme on the right leads to a toroidal magnetic field. The cradle support structure is not shown here.

FIG. 126: Dimensions of the North Area MIND.

is acceptable (0.7 cm high rectangular bars vs 1.7 cm high triangular bars), scintillator pitch = 1.0 cm

in all scenarios:

• 3 cm steel plate, 1.5 cm scintillator module (i.e. 0.75 cm X plane + 0.75 cm Y plane),

• 2 cm steel plate, 1.5 cm scintillator module,

• 3 cm steel plate, 3.5 cm scintillator module,

• 2 cm steel plate, 3.5 cm scintillator module.

In assessing the various e�ciencies from simulations for a small MIND prototype exposed to a

charged particle beam, the following were taken into consideration:

• a) The total number of tracks (or simulated particles in the detector);

• b) The number of tracks reconstructed (using the Kalman filter);

170 6 MIND500: NORTH AREA MIND

MPPC, the pcb for electrical connections which hosts a mini-coaxial connector etc... Many of the

geometrical constraints are very similar, modifications were brought to the design to account for the

smaller dimensions of the connector.

FIG. 139: Plastic scintillator bars with their connectors, as planned for the MIND modules.

6.3.4 Choice of photosensor

The first silicon photomultiplier device used on a large scale in a physics experiment is the Hama-

matsu MPPC S10362-13-050C instrumenting all scintillator detectors at the ND280 near detector

complex of the T2K experiment, [150]. It was derived from a commercial device, with the sensitive

area increased from 1 × 1 mm2 to 1.3 × 1.3 mm2 to provide better acceptance for the light emitted

from the 1.0 mm diameter wavelength shifting fiber from Kuraray. This MPPC consists of 667 pixels,

each working in limited Geiger mode with an applied voltage slightly above the breakdown voltage

(Vbd = 70V ). With the production of a photo-electron in a pixel, a Geiger avalanche is generated, which

is then passively quenched by a built-in resistor in each pixel. The induced charge is independent of the

number of photo-electrons produced, and is directly proportional to the over voltage which is therefore

a crucial parameter: Q = C(V − Vbd) or Q = C�V . In order to operate in the linear regime, where

the MPPC output charge is directly proportional to the incoming photons, it is crucial that the total

number of photo-electrons remains below the number of pixels in the device.

The thorough work done in the selection and characterization of photosensors for the T2K experi-

ment serves as a very good basis for the selection of photosensors for the AIDA prototypes. Photosensor

design is a fast evolving field. Several manufacturers o↵er a variety of products. Table XIII lists char-

acteristics and measured performance for a selection of devices from di↵erent manufacturers tested at

the INR in Russia in 2013.

Further tests are planned of the latest generation devices from Hamamatsu. Specifications from this

manufacturer indicate improved dark noise, lower after pulse and higher PDE. Smaller cell sizes are

172 6 MIND500: NORTH AREA MIND

the high gain path would be 120 p.e. Using the same assumptions for the low gain signal path but this

time with 5 ADC/p.e., the full range of the low gain path would be 620 p.e. This example shows that

the system can be optimized for both:

• the most likely events with the high gain signal path (one MIP would yield 100 p.e.);

• events with high energy deposition such as stopping particles (estimated at 500 p.e.).

TABLE XIII: Comparison of specifications and performance of di↵erent photosensors from a range of manufac-
turers, measured under conditions representative of the AIDA detector modules.

Parameter Unit MPPC-T2K ASD-40 KETEK SensL
Manufacturer reported specifications

Pixel size µm 50 40 50 20
Number of pixels 667 600 400 848

Sensitive area mm2 1.3 × 1.3 dia 1.2 1.0 × 1.0 1.0 ×1.0
Gain 7.5 × 105 1.6 × 106 - -

Dark rate MHz ≤ 1 ∼ 3 ≤ 2 ≤ 2
Bias voltage V ∼ 70 30-50 33-50 30

Performance
Overvoltage V ∼1.4 3.6 4.5 2.7
Dark rate kHz 900 3630 1250 1960
Crosstalk % 10 13.4 35 9.7

Pulse shape - good good long tails good
Peak separation - good good bad bad

PDE % 25.6 11 26.4 14.2

FIG. 140: Charge spectra for the MPPC S12571-050C, a 50-micron cell size, 1 × 1 mm2 device. Analogue
data from the high gain signal path from the EASIROC chip, digitized with a 12-bit ADC, demonstrates the
excellent photo-electron peak-to-peak separation. The EASIROC pre-amp feedback capacitance is set to 100fF,
the shaper time constant is set to 50ns. Left) high over voltage leading to ∼ 65 ADC/p.e. Right) low over voltage
leading to ∼ 30 ADC/p.e. Di↵erence in over voltage between left and right acquisitions is 1.75 V.
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193

FIG. 155: Top view of the layout of LBNO-DEMO (LAGUNA-Proto and MIND) in the EHN1 building and its
extension.

FIG. 156: Side view of the layout of the LBNO-DEMO (LAGUNA-Proto and MIND) in the EHN1 building and
its extension.

TABLE XIX: Requirements for particles and their momenta. The particle rate here is the rate within a spill,
regardless of the spill length, slow extraction is assumed.

Type Momentum [GeV/c] Rate [kHz] Total Time est. [hrs]
Muon tracks

µ+�− 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0 0.1 5 × 106×14 200
Shower reconstruction

⇡+�− 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0 0.1 5 × 106×14 200
e 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10., 20.0 0.1 5 × 106×7 100

• Momentum p=0.5-20 GeV/c, Dp/p = 5%!

• Preliminary design: rate ≈ 200-1000 Hz, π/µ ≈ 10:1 @ 1 GeV!

• Several configurations: (1) DLAr only, (2) MIND only, (3) Global 
DLAr+MIND, where MIND measures particles exiting the DLAr!

• Statistics required: 2e6 particles / momentum bin (≈6 weeks)
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Project	  status
• WA105 experiment approved by the CERN RB (August 2013) conditional to the TDR 

writing —> fulfilled by submitting CERN-SPSC-2014-013 ; SPSC-TDR-004!
• Participations of Bulgaria, Finland, France (IN2P3 and CEA), Italy, Japan, Romania, 

Russia, Spain, Switzerland, UK and CERN already approved or in the process of 
being approved.!

• Participation of additional groups, in particular from USA, are under discussion.
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• MoU with sub-units and agreed 
contributions from the WA105 
institutions in advanced stage of 
preparation!

• 7.99MCHF total cost for DLAr, of 
which ≈3.7MCHF from direct CERN 
support!

• 3.64MCHF total cost for MIND500, 
under further discussion.

9.4 Risk assessment 197

TABLE XXII: Preliminary cost estimate of the MIND500 detector

Nr. Item Cost (kCHF) Remark

1 Steel 800
2 Mechanics + coils 200
3 Power supply 300
4 Plastic scintillator 500
5 WLS fiber 400
6 Optical connectors 137
7 Photosensors 480
8 Mechanics 100
9 Electronics + DAQ 720

Total 3’637 preliminary

• Beginning test-beam data-taking: Spring 2017

The construction of the infrastructure and vessel for the DLAr must be done on site. At this stage,

it therefore appears that the readiness of the EHN1 extension is on the critical path. Once the vessel

is constructed, the inner detector will be assembled inside, using a side opening defined as the TCO

(Temporary Construction Opening). The assembly sequence will follow as closely as possible the one

developed with industrial support for the LAGUNA/LBNO 20 and 50 kton detectors.

9.4 Risk assessment

A set of measures will be implemented to ensure H&S of people, protect equipment, and to mitigate

risks associated to the storage and process of large amounts of cryogenic liquids. Additional equipment

might be necessary as the results of detailed risk analyses and CERN specific safety regulations. Fire

hazards are expected to be predominantly located in specific areas of the facility such as (1) the

electronic racks located on top of the detector and (2) the high current cryogenic facilities. Measures

to limit fire propagation from those areas might be required. The cryogenic infrastructure should be

separated and protected from the regions of potential fire hazard. CERN is expected to contribute to

the infrastructure resulting from the CERN safety rules (see e.g. CERN Safety Instruction IS 47 - The

use of cryogenics fluids, http://edms.cern.ch/file/335812/LAST_RELEASED/IS47_E.pdf). CERN

provides and installs remote cabinets, which are connected to appropriately located ODH and fire

detectors, and which the CERN fire brigade remotely monitors. The building extension is equipped

with fire detectors and evacuation alarms. CERN takes the responsibility for the measures needed to

mitigate risk interference between the LBNO prototypes and potential other experiments or equipment

to be installed in the EHN1 extension hall. The present design concept might be a↵ected by so-far

unforeseen and additional requirements set by safety regulations and identified by safety reviews.

CERN will take possible measures to implement these additional requirements.

196 9 ORGANIZATION, COST ESTIMATE, SCHEDULE AND RISK ASSESSMENT

Work package Contributing institutes
WBS 1 Management –
WBS 2 Technical Board
WBS 2.1 DLAr detector
WBS 2.1.1 Anode deck LAPP
WBS 2.1.2 Field cage CEA, ETHZ
WBS 2.1.3 Charge readout CEA, ETHZ, UCL
WBS 2.1.4 Drift HV LPNHE, ETHZ
WBS 2.1.4 Light readout APC, Barcelona, CIEMAT, KEK
WBS 2.1.5 F/E readout (charge) IPNL, ETHZ
WBS 2.1.6 F/E readout (light) APC, LAPP, KEK
WBS 2.1.7 Global DAQ and trigger UCL, IPNL, APC, KEK, Jyväskylä
WBS 2.1.8 Sensors KEK, ETHZ, Oulu, IFIN-HH

WBS 2.2 MIND500 detector
WBS 2.2.1 Steel INR, UniGE
WBS 2.2.2 Magnetisation Glasgow, INR, UniGE
WBS 2.2.3 Detector modules Glasgow, INR, Sofia, UniGE

WBS 2.3 Experiment infrastructure
WBS 2.3.1 Vessel + cap + concrete CERN, ETHZ
WBS 2.3.2 Liquid Argon process CERN, ETHZ
WBS 2.3.3 Clean room CERN, ETHZ
WBS 2.3.4 Slow control (DCS) CERN, ETHZ
WBS 2.3.5 Logistics and integration CERN, ETHZ

WBS 3 Safety & GLIMOS
WBS 4 Scientific Board
WBS 4.1 Software & simulations all
WBS 4.2 Physics task force all
WBS 4.3 Detector commissioning & operations all
WBS 4.4 Run & beam coordination all

TABLE XX: Definition of the Work breakdown structure (WBS) down to level 3.

TABLE XXI: Total estimated cost of the DLAr demonstrator

Nr. Item Cost (kCHF) Remark

1 Anode charge readout 800
2 Hanging anode frame + movement 100
3 Drift cage 500
4 Light readout 300
5 Power supplies 300
6 Drift field supply 300
7 F/E electronics 350
8 DAQ 300
9 Supporting infrastructure 100
10 Cryogenic vessel 2300 (market survey)
11 Cryogenic plant 1400 (market survey)
12 Detector DCS 360
13 Clean room 430
14 Logistics 450

Total 7’990 preliminary
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Timescale

• Beneficial occupancy EHN1: September 2015 (critical path)!

• Vessel constructed: March 2016 !

• Inner-detector constructed: Jan 2017 !

• Detector start commissioning: Mar 2017 !

• Beginning test-beam data-taking: Spring 2017 
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Table 1

2014 
Q1

2014 
Q2

2014 
Q3

2014 
Q4

2015 
Q1

2015 
Q2

2015 
Q3

2015 
Q4

2016 
Q1

2016 
Q2

2016 
Q3

2016 
Q4

2017 
Q1

2017 
Q2

2017 
Q3

2017 
Q4

2018 
Q1

2018 
Q2

2018 
Q3

2018 
Q4

Occupancy EHN1

Instrumentation and services construction

Vessel construction

Inner detector construction

Commissioning

Operation + test beam

LHC Long shutdown 2

�1
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WA105	  as	  a	  global	  project

10 

WA105 as an international project: 
 
¾ Ongoing contacts with US (LBNE) for LBNX and Japan (via KEK participation) 
 
LBNE-LBNO agreement (also presented at P5): 
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Support letter from FNAL submitted to SPSC Chairman
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Technical	  Board	  –	  WP2

LAGUNA-LBNO General Meeting  – 10 Feb 2014 33

Schedule for International LBNE

Design�start
October�2014

Input�needed�on�
detector�requirements

As�much�as�we�can
afford�now

Design�start
October�2014

Input�needed�on�
detector�requirements

As�much�as�we�can
afford�now

Fill�the�rest�of�the
cavern
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Courtesy of Jim Strait
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Conclusions
• Within the WA105 project, we have developed plans towards 

breakthrough activities targeted at a long-baseline neutrino 
experiment.!

• The test of a large-scale demonstrators exposed to charged hadrons beam in the 
CERN North Area, using all the techniques developed in LAGUNA/LBNO, will 
represent a new milestone that will make possible the realisation 
of tens of kilotons of mass in underground environments.!

• WA105 and its results will be useful for several neutrino programmes, comprising 
LBNE and HyperKamiokande. !

• The deployment and successful operation of these detectors at CERN could 
eventually serve in the context of potential future initiatives presently discussed in the 
community such as CENF, NuSTORM or SHIP.!

• We look forward to support of the SPSC towards ensuring the 
implementation of the North Area facility and an exposure to 
charged particle beams, most advantageously before the second LHC long 
shutdown (LS2).
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Backup slides
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Courtesy PvZ
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Comparison	  L/E	  coverage
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CPV	  sensiEvity:	  comparison

46

Claudio Giganti - LPNHE21/10/2013

Combined results

With LBNE assumptions we 
reach 5 σ with phase 1

Much more coverage at 3σ 
level
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for oscillation parameters 
+ σ(sig)/σ(bkg) 1%/5%

LBNE 
(B. Wilson @ LAGUNA meeting on February)

35 kton, 3+3 years, 1.2 MW
Dotted line (80 GeV, 5%/10%) can be 
compared with the LBNO blue curve
Continuous line (80 GeV, 1%/5%) can 
be compared with LBNO green curve

nominal assumptions	

w/ better priors	

+ smaller syst.
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7 Thomas Patzak - LAGUNA-LBNO APC, Université Paris-Diderot Seminar LLR, École Polytechnique, March 31, 2014!

The Physics:!

• Importance of 
priors 	


• Importance of 
systematic errors
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70	  kton	  construcEon	  programme
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Charge and Light readout layout
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‣Charge DAQ can be globally triggered by the prompt scintillation.
‣The charge readout crate SY2791 was developed in collaboration with CAEN
‣The PMT signals are digitized with the CAEN V1720 250 MHz digitizer
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Technical challenges:  
– Long drift requires ultra high purity 
  * free of electro-negative molecules (O2, H2O, ...)  
    Goal << 100 ppt O2 equivalent !! 
  * Drift field implies high voltage on the cathode 
– Large wire chambers at cryogenic T 
– No charge amplification in liquid: fC-level charge 
sensitive preamplifiers (can be partially solved by 
LAr LEM TPC – see later) 
– Large #readout channels 
– Large cryogenic systems

Physical parameters and challenges
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+ Electron cloud diffusion is small 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for T0, trigger, ...
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17m3	  membrane	  test	  cryostat

50
Sebastien Murphy ETHZ                                                                                                              LBNO collaboration meeting CERN Feb. 10-13  2014

Tank and insulation

!7

Feasibility study from GTT.!
50 page document including 
detailed drawings, price, scope, 
installation sequence and schedule 
has been prepared.

installation sequence (some steps)
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I. Efthymiopoulos - CERN

Charged beams (need to be updated to the new layout)

!12

OBSOLETE !!!!

CERN	  EHN1	  integraEon
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I. Efthymiopoulos - CERN

Charged beams (need to be updated to the new layout)

!11

OBSOLETE !!!!

Move ~1.5m

I. Efthymiopoulos - CERN

Charged beams (need to be updated to the new layout)

!12

OBSOLETE !!!!
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  4 April 2014 
To:  CERN SPS Committee  
From: Milind Diwan, LBNE Co-Spokesperson, BNL 
 Elaine McCluskey, LBNE Project Manager, Fermilab 
 James Strait, LBNE Project Director, Fermilab 
 Robert J. Wilson, LBNE Co-Spokesperson, Colorado State University 
Subject: Technical Design Report for large-scale neutrino detectors prototyping and phased 

performance assessment in view of a long-baseline oscillation experiment (WA105) 
 

The LBNO-DEMO (WA105) Collaboration (I. De Bonis et al.) has submitted a “Technical 
Design Report for large-scale neutrino detectors prototyping and phased performance assessment in 
view of a long-baseline oscillation experiment.”  This TDR calls for the construction of a large 
liquid argon cryostat and associated refrigeration and argon purification system for the purpose of 
testing a prototype double-phase liquid argon time projection chamber (LAr TPC) that could be a 
candidate detector design for a future long-baseline neutrino experiment.  The double-phase 
detector design has been developed by the LAGUNA-LBNO Collaboration, which has proposed an 
experiment with very similar scientific goals and technologies as the Long-Baseline Neutrino 
Experiment (LBNE), which we represent.   

The LBNE LAr TPC uses single-phase wire readout based on the ICARUS design. Its basic unit 
is a pair of anode and cathode plane assemblies (APA and CPA) placed about 3.5 m apart.  Each 
APA and CPA is 7 m high by 2.5 m wide, and these units are repeated to fill the full volume of the 
LBNE far detector.   

The dimensions of the proposed WA105 cryostat, 8 x 8 x 8 m3, are very close to what would be 
required for a prototype test of the LBNE detector design, which would consist of two APAs, 
flanked by two CPAs each, as shown in Appendix B of the WA105 TDR.  The construction of the 
WA105 cryostat, with appropriate adaptations to allow us to test our prototype detector modules in 
a timely manner, would be very valuable to LBNE.  The LBNO-DEMO collaboration supports our 
use of this facility. 

The testing of the LBNE detector prototype in this system would also serve to enhance US-
European collaboration on neutrino physics and the development of detectors required for this 
research. Joint work in this facility would allow us to learn about the GTT membrane cryostat 
design, compare various technological approaches to challenging systems (e.g. high-voltage) and 
compare the response of single- and dual-phase LAr TPCs to charged particles from the test beam.  
This would draw together the two collaborations, which have similar scientific goals and 
technological approaches. Ultimately, the LAGUNA-LBNO community could contribute to the 
implementation of the LBNE far detector with the addition of a double-phase detector module.  

The UK, which has 10 institutions in the LBNE collaboration, proposes to play a significant role 
in the design and construction of the APAs for the LBNE far detector, and a prototype testing effort 
at CERN could align well with this goal. This program could also lead to joint Fermilab-CERN 
cryogenic engineering to support this test, to the benefit of both labs.  
 
cc: N. Lockyer, Director, Fermilab 
 J. Siegrist, Associate Director, DOE Office of High Energy Physics 
 S. Bertolucci, Director for Research and Computing, CERN 
 M. Nessi, CERN Neutrino Project Coordinator, CERN 
 A. Rubbia, LBNO-DEMO Spokesperson, ETH Zürich 
 M. Thomson, P.I. LBNE-UK, University of Cambridge 
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Appendix	  B	  -‐	  LBNE	  APA/CPA	  in	  WA105

53

2 Muon storage ring - NuSTORM 205

B Appendix: Test of full-scale APA’s for LBNE

In Collaboration with LBNE colleagues, we have started to investigate the possibility to insert in

the cryostat for the 6×6×6m3 (see Figure 12) the APA prototype detector developed at FNAL for the

LBNE project. This prototype instruments a parallelepiped volume of ∼267 m3 (374 ton LAr), with

dimensions H = 7.20m, W = 7.48m, L = 5.16 m, vertically split into two drift volumes by a double

face vertical wire chamber (APA) positioned at half-width, with 2 vertical cathode planes on its right

and on its left. The drift length results of 3.74m, requiring a negative high voltage in the range 150

kV - 380 kV on the 2 cathodes.

It appears possible to insert the LBNE APA detector in the LAGUNA/LBNO DLAr cryostat,

although the dimensions of the vessel will likely have to be increased slightly compared to the ones

presented in this document. To cope with its vertical dimension and with the position of the signal,

HV and suspension feedthroughs, a dedicated top thermal insulation/support cap will be required (see

Figures 163 and 164, with adjustable dimensions). This poses no issue as the cap will be welded and

removable without interference with the overall structure of the storage vessel. A detailed design is

being developed and will be ready by the time the vessel needs to be procured.

FIG. 163: Perspective view of the 6 × 6 × 6m3 vessel and the inserted APA + cathode chamber based on the
LBNE design.
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• Explain Landau distribution (”bare” track and
”dressed” track)

• pion track (800 MeV/c) and soft electron (∼10
keV) has different dE/dx = recombination

• Set delta-ray cut off = 10 keV in simulation, and
take ICARUS measurement of recombination.

• Hit charge distribution is in good agreement be-
tween data and MC.
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Figure 13: Hit charge distribution for 800 MeV/c through-going π+
sample. Points and histograms correspond to data and MC, respec-
tively

6. Stopped Proton

Proton event selection

• Protons are selected by the information of beam
counters.

• Drift time of the hit at the injection point: 150mus
to 300µs which corresponds with T32 BDC fidu-
cial volume.

• Total number of hits in the cluster is greater than 5.

• Only one cluster in the event

For good proton events, we compare each parameter
between data and MC. Figure14 shows the comparison
of the distribution of Hit Charge, Hit Sigma, Stopped
Channel and Cluster Charge between data and MC. All
four distributions of MC reproduce data well. Espe-
cially, the agreement of stopped channel distribution
shows the consistent the momentum estimation by TOF
information with the initial momentum of the particles
injected to 250L detector.
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Figure 14: Hit Charge, Hit Sigma, Stopped Channel, Cluster Charge

Figure15 shows the hit charge distribution of each
distance from stopped point. Hit charge distribu-
tions of MC simulation are good agreements with data.
Figure?? shows the mean of the hit charge distribution
of each distance from stopped point. MC simulation re-
produce the charge response of data in high and wide
dE/dx region well.
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Figure 15: Hit charge distribution of each distance from stopped point

7. Stopped Kaon

• Stopping point of the Kaon is identified as kink of
the track

• For example, K → µν event (Fig. 12) is composed
by two tracks, Kaon and muon, and intersection of
two tracks corresponds to the stopped point.

• We develop two different algorithm to identify the
Kaon stopped point, Hough and Chi2.

Hough transform was invented for machine
analysis of bubble chamber photographs by
Paul.V.C.Hough.[19].

• Transform hit coordinates [TPC channel, drift
time] into Hough space

• Find the straight line by choosing the most dense
point in Hough space (= Kaon track)

8
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Tracking performance

A = 0.8
k = 0.0486 kV/cm

g/cm2

MeV
• Hits associated with the first straight line are re-

moved, and remaining hit coordinates are trans-
formed into Hough space.

• Find second straight line using the same procedure
( =Muon track)

• This procedure is repeated until number of remain-
ing hits are less than three.

• Kaon stopped point is identified as the hit with
maximum charge and around the intersection of
two lines.

χ2 method is the algorithm to Identify the kaon
stopped point as the point which rapidly increase fit χ2

to straight line.

• Starting from the most upstream hit in the cluster,
fit the hits to straight line (Kaon track)

• Find the point which rapidly increase fit χ2 to
straight line.

• Starting from the most downstream hit in the clus-
ter, fit the hits to straight line (Muon track)

• Find the point which rapidly increase fit χ2 to
straight line.

• Kaon stopped point is identified as the hit with
maximum charge and around the intersection of the
two lines.

Figure 16 shows Data and MC comparison for signal
hit charge, signal width, decay point and total particle
charge distribution. Data of signal charge and signal
width are consistent with MC one in error by less than
two % and data of cluster charge and primary charge are
consistent with MC one in error by less than five %.

Figure 17 shows signal hit charge distribution in dif-
ferent distance from the stopped point. Data and MC
are in good agreement.

Figure ?? shows data/MC ratio of signal hit charge
distribution in different distance from the stopped point.
Data of signal charge in different distance from stopped
point are consistent with MC one with in 5%.

8. Recombination Factor

For the data-MC comparison, we use parameters of
the recombination factor in ICARUS measurement of
Ref.[15]. In this section, we measure the recombination
factor using proton (and Kaon) data.
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Figure 16: Data-MC comparison for hit charge, hit sigma, cluster
charge, primary particle charge
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Figure 17: Data-MC comparison for hit charge distribution in different
distance from the stopped point(top left:decay point,top light:decay
point-5cm,bottom left:decay point-10cm,decay point-15cm)

Expression for recombination (Birks law) in Eq. 1 can
can be rearranged like below:

Q0

Q
=

1
A
+

(k/E)(dE/dx)(1/ρ)
A

(2)

In this equation, the ratio of Q0/Q has linear depen-
dence of stopping power dE/dx, and Q from data (See
Fig. ??), Q0 and dE/dx from MC can be determined for
every distance from the stopped point. By using this we
are able to extract parameters A and k. Q0 is determined
from the simulation sample without recombination (Top
left plot in Fig. 18), and dE/dx per an anode channel
is determined with truth information of simulation
(Top right plot in Fig. 18). The result of this study is
shown in bottom plot of Fig18. Vertical axis is Q0/Q,
and horizontal axis is dE/dx in this figure, this plot
is fitted to straight line. As a result, we obtain fitting
parameter, A = 0.832±0.009(stat.)±0.006(syst.),
and k=0.0504±0.0010(stat.)±0.0013(syst.)
[kV(g/cm2)/cm/MeV]

It confirms Birks law in the range of 4 ! dE/dx ! 12
MeV/cm2 and electric field of 200 V/cm is consistent
with ICARUS measurement[15]. A = 0.800±0.003 and
k=0.0486±0.0006 [kV(g/cm2)/cm/MeV]
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• Explain Landau distribution (”bare” track and
”dressed” track)

• pion track (800 MeV/c) and soft electron (∼10
keV) has different dE/dx = recombination

• Set delta-ray cut off = 10 keV in simulation, and
take ICARUS measurement of recombination.

• Hit charge distribution is in good agreement be-
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6. Stopped Proton

Proton event selection

• Protons are selected by the information of beam
counters.

• Drift time of the hit at the injection point: 150mus
to 300µs which corresponds with T32 BDC fidu-
cial volume.

• Total number of hits in the cluster is greater than 5.

• Only one cluster in the event

For good proton events, we compare each parameter
between data and MC. Figure14 shows the comparison
of the distribution of Hit Charge, Hit Sigma, Stopped
Channel and Cluster Charge between data and MC. All
four distributions of MC reproduce data well. Espe-
cially, the agreement of stopped channel distribution
shows the consistent the momentum estimation by TOF
information with the initial momentum of the particles
injected to 250L detector.
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Figure15 shows the hit charge distribution of each
distance from stopped point. Hit charge distribu-
tions of MC simulation are good agreements with data.
Figure?? shows the mean of the hit charge distribution
of each distance from stopped point. MC simulation re-
produce the charge response of data in high and wide
dE/dx region well.
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7. Stopped Kaon

• Stopping point of the Kaon is identified as kink of
the track

• For example, K → µν event (Fig. 12) is composed
by two tracks, Kaon and muon, and intersection of
two tracks corresponds to the stopped point.

• We develop two different algorithm to identify the
Kaon stopped point, Hough and Chi2.

Hough transform was invented for machine
analysis of bubble chamber photographs by
Paul.V.C.Hough.[19].

• Transform hit coordinates [TPC channel, drift
time] into Hough space

• Find the straight line by choosing the most dense
point in Hough space (= Kaon track)

8

� 800 MeV/c� 650 MeV/c

Data well described by:
J.Phys.Conf.Ser. 308 (2011) 012008JPARC T32 exposed to K1.1BR tagged beam 

(170’000 triggers)

250L @ J-PARC

NIM A 523, 275 (2004)

Good understand of tracking

J-PARC T32 chamber (ETHZ-KEK-Iwate-Waseda)Vacuum Test
� Inner vessel

� Varian dry scroll pump (110L/min)
� Pfeiffer turbo pump (80L/s)

� Outer vessel
� Kasiyama oil rotary pump (900L/min)

� Achieved vacuum
� 0.3 Pa so far for inner vessel

4

Courtesy T. Maruyama
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Calorimetric performance
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48 3 DLAR DETECTOR OVERVIEW

A. Rubbia Future liquid Argon detectors (Neutrino 2012)

Physical parameters and challenges
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FIG. 27: Expected ionisation charge attenuation due to attachment to impurities as a function of the drift path for
0.2 ppb, 20 ppt and 2 ppt Oxygen-equivalent impurity levels and electric fields in the range 0.5–1.5 kV/cm. The
arrows indicate the drift length of the ICARUS T600, MicroBOONE, LBNE and LAGUNA-LBNO GLACIER.

remove air and impurities. Purging on 6 m3 volume has been successfully demonstrated [86]. The

piston e↵ect was seen in gas and the impurities reached 3 ppm O
2

after several volumes exchange.

Although the 6 × 6 × 6m3 adopts a drift length which is significantly longer than the others such as

ICARUS T600, MicroBOONE or LBNE as mentioned above, it should be noted that all experiments

require in order to collect e�ciently ionisation charges a liquid argon purity in the range below 0.1 ppb

= 100 ppt of oxygen equivalent (See Figure 27). Hence, the challenge to reach the required level of

purity starting from commercially available ppm-level bulk argon is not mitigable by a shorter drift

length in the meter range. It exists for all considered detectors.

3.11 E↵ect of impurities on scintillation light

Electronegative impurities in the liquid argon do not only a↵ect the lifetime of the free electrons but

also quench the scintillation light, especially its slow component. In pure argon the total scintillation
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Space charge from cosmic muons

3

t0

t1

t2

t2

t3

t3

t4

t4

drift

dQ
/d

V

ρ0 = <dQ/dz> Φμ zdrift / vdrift

zdrift

<dQ/dz> ~10 fC/cm
Φμ ~ 200 m-2/s
zdrift = 6 m
vdrift ~ 10-6 ve-

-> ρ0 ~106 - 107 ion/cm3

Simple consideration

Simulation parameters

4

•drift 6: m, radius: 3 m.
•nominal electric field: 1 kV/cm.
•e- mobility: 0.2 cm2/μs/kV,
Ar+ and O2- mobility: 1 cm2/s/kV.

•muon flux: 200 m-2/s.
•muon charge yield: 10 fC/cm.
•e--Ar+ attachment coefficient K: 0 and 10-4 cm3/s.
•e- lifetime (only due to O2) τ: ∞ and 5 ms.
•LEM gain G: 1 (no Ar+ produced in the LEM) 
and 5.
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input:
K = 10-4 cm3/s
τ = ∞ ms
G = 1

output:
Enominal = 1 kV/cm
Emin = 0.968 kV/cm
Emax = 1.102 kV/cm
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3.13 Convective motion of liquid argon

Since liquid argon density decreases with its temperature, convective fluxes due to the buoyancy

may occur in the presence of temperature gradient of liquid argon. Thermal gradients are due to heat

input and cooling power. As an example, in Figure 29 the convection of liquid argon in a 6 m diameter

and 6 m long cylinder is computed with COMSOL, assuming a constant 5 W/m2 heat input from the

walls. The three figures are snapshots of the convection velocity every 100 s at t=4000 s.

FIG. 29: Liquid argon velocity distribution at three times spaced by 100 s. The colour scale represents the
magnitude of the speed and the arrows the direction.

The liquid argon is mixed by convection and, since the ion drift speed is of the same order of

magnitude of the argon convection speed, also the Ar+ distribution is a↵ected. While in the space

charge computation described before, the argon is supposed still, in this case the liquid argon motion

must be considered to compute the ion motion. The net e↵ect of the convection is to even out the

positive and negative ion distributions and to speed up the evacuation of the charges by neutralising

them on the conducting surfaces. This results in a decreases of the total amount of space charges in

the volume and in a decrease of the electric field distortion.

3.14 Electric breakdown in liquid argon

The loss of the dielectric properties (of a gas, liquid or solid) as a result of application of a strong

electric field greater than a certain critical magnitude is called dielectric breakdown. The critical field

at which the breakdown occurs is the dielectric strength of the material (or breakdown voltage). It

depends on the geometry, on the thickness, the rate of the voltage increase, the shape of the voltage as
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Finite	  electron	  lifeEme	  due	  to	  ions

• Recombination rate of two species:!

!

• Compared to attachment due to electronegative impurities:
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2×10−4 cm2V−1s−1 [88]. In practice, the velocity of the ions is influenced by the movement of the liquid,

generally due to the convective motion (see Section 3.13).

In a uniform electric field, the spatial charge distribution ⇢x can written as a function of the drift

length z as

⇢x = ��dQ�dl�z�vx,
where � is the cosmic muon flux (considered the main contribution to the ionisation during surface

operation), �dQ�dl� is the average charge per unit length created after the ion-electron recombination,

and the subscript x refers to the electron e− and positive ion Ar+. Assuming for the positive argon

ions v = 1 cm/s and E = 1kV/cm, � = 200 m−2/s and �dQ�dl� = 10 fC/cm, for a drift of 6 m the ion

concentration is of the order of 106 ion/cm3, which is enough to distort the drift field. Due to the fact

that electrons move much faster than ions, their contribution is negligible.

There are other processes that may have an impact on the final charge distribution. Electrons and

ions may recombine during the electron drift. The recombination rate is proportional to the local

densities of the two species

d⇢x�dt = −K⇢e−⇢Ar+ ,

with the constant K = 10−4 cm3/s [89]. This results in a decrease of the amount of charge in the

volume and, consequently, in a decrease of the signals from the TPC.

Electronegative molecules diluted in the liquid argon may trap drifting electrons. Since the amount

of electronegative impurities is much greater than the amount of drifting electrons, the formation of

the negative ions (O−
2

)[162] can be expressed as

d⇢O−
2

�dt = ⇢e−�⌧,
where ⌧ is the very well known drifting electron lifetime (assumed 5 ms for the computations performed

here). The negative ions have a drift velocity similar to the argon ions, but they move on the opposite

direction, and they partially cancel the e↵ects of the positive charges.

The TPC signal amplification and readout system (consisting of the extraction grid, the LEM and

the two views anode) is based on the charge multiplication in argon vapour due to the Townsend e↵ect,

i.e. drifting electrons gain enough energy in a strong electric field to further ionise argon atoms. In

the process, there is a formation of positive argon ions, that drift back towards the active volume. A

significant part is collected on the bottom electrode of the LEM and on the extraction grid. The ions
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1
�

= K�Ar+ = 10�4(cm3s�1)� �Ar+(cm�3)

t ≈ 10 ms for rAr+ = 106 ions/cm3

200 mips/cm2 create rAr+ ≈ 105 ions/cm3!
or t ≈ 100 ms >> finite lifetime to due impurities
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5 GeV π+ simulation in 6x6x6m3
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Tuesday, November 13, 12

5 GeV π+

Tuesday, November 13, 12
Tuesday, November 13, 12
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LAr-LEM TPC@CERN:The largest LEM-TPC ever
60

 c
m

80 cm 40 cm

charge readout	

sandwich

Cockcroft-Walton HV system

16 signal cables

4 capacitive 
level meters

Detector fully assembled Chamber going into the ArDM cryostat

Final connection to the DAQ system
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LAr-LEM TPC@CERN: Production of a  
40x80 cm2 charge readout sandwich

•Manufacturer: CERN TS/DEM group and ELTOS company (Italy)!
•Largest LEM/THGEM and 2D readout ever produced!!!

‣After successful test of LEM and 2D anode in the 3L setup we designed and produced a 40x80 cm2 
charge readout for a new 250L LAr LEM-TPC (production and assembling finished by summer 2011)!
‣The ArDM cryostat @CERN was used for a first test of the new charge readout system 

Design of a compact, robust and 
scalable readout cassette!
(“sandwich”)

Cockcroft-Walton 
HV multiplier

2 extr. grids

2D anode

LEM

signal coll. !
plane

HV decoupling!
capacitors

capacitive level meters
63

40 cm

80 cm

O(106) holes!

80 cm

LEM2D anode
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LAGUNA-LBNO CERN 11-Feb-2014

Stability of the gain
Gain of LEM depends on: 1. gas property (pressure, temperature, mixture…)

2. electric field across the LEM - E

3. effective length across the LEM – x

Described by function:                                      where

),,( ETpxetransG D�
f u ET

cp

e
T
Bp

ETp
�

 ),,(D

Shuoxing Wu ETHZ

Pressure 

inside: 

future 

detectors will 

operate under 

controlled 

pressure! 

13

arXiv:1312.6487
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Stability of the gain

G(t) (after pressure correction)

To describe the initial decrease:    W/)( 01
1)( tte

GtG ��f �
u 

ʏ = 1.6±0.04 days

discharge

Shuoxing Wu ETHZ 14

9 Gain stabilizes at ~15 (at LEM field of 33 kV/cm) after an initial decrease with ʏ ~ 1.6 days
9 Discharge does not affect the overall gain

arXiv:1312.6487
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What happens locally when discharging? 

LAGUNA-LBNO CERN 11-Feb-2014

before discharge: when discharging: after discharge:

4 hours 4 hours
“hot spot” follows a similar decay:

ʏ = 1.5±0.2 days

Summary of number of discharges:

LEM field Run Time    Ndischarge

33 kV/cm 46 days 8

34 kV/cm 7 days 0

35 kV/cm 7 days 1

15

arXiv:1312.6487
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LAGUNA-LBNO CERN 11-Feb-2014

Stability of the gain
Gain of LEM depends on: 1. gas property (pressure, temperature, mixture…)

2. electric field across the LEM - E

3. effective length across the LEM – x

Described by function:                                      where

To describe the initial decrease:    
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ʏ = 2.1±0.5 days
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future detectors’ll
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controlled pressure! 
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Finland	  not	  seeking	  to	  host	  LAGUNA

• The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, the Ministry of Employment and the 
Economy and the Ministry of Transport and Communications consider that Finland should 
not seek to host the LAGUNA project.	


• The aim of LAGUNA is to investigate both cosmic origins and the neutrinos generated from 
a particle accelerator at CERN, the European Organisation for Nuclear Research, and their 
reactions. The estimated construction costs of the LAGUNA project total EUR 900–
1,600 million. The host country is expected to contribute to the project funding 
significantly more than the other participating countries, which would mean a funding 
contribution of 20‒50 per cent of the construction and operating costs. 

• The ministries find the LAGUNA project scientifically highly interesting, but, according 
to their view, Finland cannot commit to hosting the project due to its high costs. The 
Finnish scientific community in experimental neutrino physics is relatively small. The 
project would not sufficiently benefit employment and industrial policy in Finland, 
considering the costs arising from it.
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http://www.aka.fi/en-GB/A/Academy-of-Finland/Media-services/Newsletter/Academy-of-Finland-Newsletter-January-2013/#laguna

January 2013
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National support in finland - 2013 
•  Progress and developments in 2013!

–  Official statement by The Minister of Education and Culture (25th of April 2013): !
•  The Minister has officially stated in the House of Parliament that they will closely 

follow the progress of the project and they will take the project in to the 
discussion, when new aspects are brought up to be looked at. !

–  The$Ministries$(Ministry$of$Educa4on$and$Culture$and$the$Ministry$of$Employment$
and$Economy)$will$con4nue$to$monitor$the$progress$of$the$project$and$will$take$on$a$
fuller$review$if$come$across$any$new$aspects$in$favour$of$this.$

!
•  Other progress on the national level!

–  Visits at the Ministries!
•  5th April 2013: Minister of Education Jukka Gustafsson!
•  15th May 2013: Minister of Labour  Lauri Ihalainen!
•  1st October 2013: Minister of Finance Jutta Urpilainen!
•  1st October 2013: Minister of  Education Krista Kiuru!
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Timo shaft Decline tunnel 
entrance

Pyhäsalmi mine     (PMO)

•Economic and social impact of LAGUNA 
in the region is seen as very high!

•Opportunities for regional development 
are very tangible!

•Potential sustainable future for the mine 
and local communities after closure of 
the mine (full reconversion of the 
activities)

•Inmet Mining Corporation 
acquired by First Quantum 
Minerals Ltd (March 2013) 

•Underground mining 
activities lifetime estimated 
until 2019.

Guido�Nuijten�27.2.20137

2 Pyhäsalmi�mine�transfer�issues

Progress of site investigation 
at Pyhäsalmi 
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